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From the moment the school bell rings in the morning to the end of the day, when it's time for

homework and after-school snacks, School Rules! Mad Libs JuniorTM is perfect for every student!
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And a great introduction to nouns, verbs, and adjectives as well :)Instead of making the kids

flounder around searching for JUST THE RIGHT WORD, each Mad Lib provides a list of options in

each category (each of which has a nifty icon).One minor qualm I have is the Misc. category. This

covers what in normal Mad Libs would be filled in by "parts of the body" or "animals" - you know,

nouns of a specific type. The fact that you effectively have two lists of nouns for each Mad Lib,

though, may possibly be confusing for very young kids.

Our son (age 6) really enjoys mad libs. The mad libs junior provides a list of example words to use

for filling in the story, which I think is a great idea to help younger kids learn the difference between

nouns, adjectives, and verbs. However, I'm not pleased with some of the word choices provided.

For example: "stupid", "dumb", "ugly", "dorky", "lame", "fart", etc. are in most of the word lists. We

don't allow this type of language in our house and definitely don't want to encourage it. I doubt we



will purchase any more mad libs junior booklets in the future. We'll just stick to the regular mad libs

without example word lists.

As a mom and a school counselor I look for kid activities with meaning....but are fun and will hold

the interest of my kids. These will do this. Also great for road trips or plane rides as well. Good

family fun!

I'm a third grade teacher for English Language Learners. This is a very supportive product for

introducing verbs, adjectives and nouns.

I gave this School Rules (Mad Libs Junior) three stars because each scenario is on two different

pieces of paper. It is convenient to copy "adjectives, adverbs, nouns and verbs" right into the story.

Just not what I hoped to use the Mad Libs for. I wanted to tear them out so we could share but if you

tear them out you have to tear out two separate pieces of paper and even then you have one whole

story and half of another story.
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